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WCPY-FM Quarterly Issues/Programs List

Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Military, Military Service, Armed Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/03/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                   
Forces, Government, Culture, (Segment 2) 5:12am-5:22am 10 minutes 
Mental Health, Career, Psychology,
Communication; (Health, Child
Development, Government Fund-
ing, Personal Finance, Parenting,
Politics, Childcare)

Narration: There are close to two million Americans serving in the U.S. Armed Forces, according to 2021 data from the Department of Defense.  The U.S. 
is considered to have the world’s strongest military, yet many Americans are disconnected from the subsect of American culture.  We speak with two experts 
about why this is and how the gap can be bridged between civilians and those who serve.

(Segment 2) With the Child Tax Credit coming to an end, many U.S. parents are finding it hard to make ends meet with little help from the government, 
especially amid rising inflation.  We speak with Dr. Dana Suskind about how this lack of support severely impacts children during critical development years. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rare Disease, Rare Disease Re- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/03/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
search, Pharmaceutical Industry, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Public Health, Consumerism, Hu-
man Genetics, Experimental Med-
ication, Food & Drug Administration, Federal Regulations,
Vulnerable Populations, Genetic Diseases; (Post Traumatic Stress,
Youth At Risk, Hospital Stays, Patient Safety, Mental Health, Long-term trauma)

Narration: Doctors diagnosed Patrick Girondi’s son with thalassemia in 1992, declaring he’d die by age 14.  Like most other rare conditions, treatments 
for thalassemia were slim to none.  Dr. Stanley Nelson explains how orphan disease research has progressed in the last few decades and why a cure isn’t always 
the goal.

(Segment 2) Research has shown that hospitalized adolescents can walk away physically healthy, but years later, are still dealing with symptoms of 
posttraumatic stress from their experience.  Dr. Justin Kenardy discusses the signs of posttraumatic stress and preventive measures both parents and medical 
professionals can utilize.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Natural Disaster, Extreme Wea- Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/10/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                    
ther, Climate Change, Environ- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
ment, Economy, Federal Aid, Cli-
mate Change; (Personal Finance,
Consumerism, Technology, En-
vironment, Waste Management)

Narration: In 2021, climate disasters cost the U.S. more than 145 billion dollars and led to the death of 688 people.  Each year, these extreme weather 
events are growing to be more frequent s the climate shifts.  We discuss the growing economic toll of these mass destruction events and what can be done to 
switch course.

(Segment 2) There’s more spots to find secondhand items apart from Goodwill or a local antique store.  Next time you’re in the market for something 
specific, go online and search if your area has a Buy Nothing group.  This week, we highlight the ‘buy nothing’ mentality and how the platform works. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SIDS, Safe Sleeping, Child Safety, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/10/22 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                        
Child & Youth At Risk, Family (Segment 2) 5:46am-5:53am 07 minutes 
Issues, Health Care, Parenting,
Public Health, Public Safety; (Mon-
Keypox, Covid-19 Pandemic, In-
Fectious Diseases, Emergency Pre-
paredness, Federal & State Regu-
lations, Health Care, Public Health,
Public Safety, Vaccination)

Narration: Sudden Infant Death Syndrome has baffled the scientific community for years.  What causes the condition is still unknown, though media 
headlines for a recent SIDS study would make you think differently.  Dr. Fern Hauck explains the confusion and where SIDS research stands today.

(Segment 2) An outbreak of monkeypox, a viral disease, has popped up in numerous countries around the world.  Public health agencies have issued safety 
recommendations, but with growing mistrust in these institutions, will anyone heed the advice?  An expert discusses how the pandemic helped foster this rocky 
relationship.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Tourism, Travel, Sustainability, Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/17/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                    
Environment, Land Development, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
Culture; (History, Culture, Hobby,
Food & Beverage, Literature, Bus-
iness, Agriculture)

Narration: Almost two-thirds of all Americans will be jetting away this summer.  For some reason, this means traveling to a tropical paradise filled with 
relaxation.  While the all-inclusive resort is an easy pick, it might be worth rethinking this choice.  We cover the highly popular global beach tourism industry 
and the dark side of this foreign tourist-focused culture.

(Segment 2) Finding the right wine can be extremely intimidating if you don’t know what you’re looking for.  Strolling through the wine aisle, it can 
sometimes be easier to give up and choose a bottle based off whether you like the label or not.  It’s true that wine is complex, after all it dates back to 6000 B.C.  
Expert sommelier Elizabeth Schneider joins Viewpoints this week to give us an introduction to all things wine. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Body Dysmorphia, Diet & Nutri- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/17/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
tion, Eating Disorders, Mental (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
Health, Mental Illness, Public
Health, Public Safety, Social Media,
Sports & Society, Consumerism;
(Gender Issues, Health Care, Pat-
ient Safety, Prevention, Public 
Health, Public Safety, Health Screen-
ings, Annual Checkups)

Narration: Bodybuilding is a sport that requires athletes to constantly monitor their physiques.  This fixation can often develop into a subtype of body 
dysmorphic disorder called muscle dysmorphia.  Dr. Roberto Olivardia explains how the condition fits into the culture of bodybuilding.

(Segment 2) A recent survey by Orlando Health finds that many men overestimate how healthy they are, prompting one-third of them to skip their annual 
health screening.  Dr. Thomas Kelley addresses common fears that keep men away from the doctor’s office, and why annual checkups are crucial to overall 
health management.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Housing, Wealth Inequality, His- Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/24/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                    
tory, Local Government, Tourism, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:21am 08 minutes 
Personal Finance, Innovation, 
Public Resources, Politics, Com-
munity Revenue, Small Business;
(Law Enforcement, Public Safety,
Law, Police Reform, Government, Race)

Narration: Orick, California; Lawrence, Kansas; Detroit, Michigan.  These are just a few of the towns and cities across the U.S. that have fallen off the 
map.  Stanford University law professor and author Michelle Wilde Anderson joins us this week to explain why these areas have declined over time and how 
residents have suffered during this downturn.

(Segment 2) What’s changed in policing since May of 2020 when George Floyd was murdered by Minneapolis police?  Two experts in law and police 
policy join us this week to share some current statistics on police violence in the U.S. and some of the updated policies that have taken hold over the last two 
years. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Autoimmune Diseases, Health Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/24/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Care, Medication, Vulnerable Pop- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
ulations; (HIV/AIDS, Discrimination,
Federal & State Government, Health
Care, Infectious Diseases, Local Gov-
ernment, Prevention, Public Health,
Public Safety, Sex Education, Vul-
nerable Populations)

Narration: Alopecia is an autoimmune disease that can lead to a partial or complete loss of hair.  While the condition appears to be purely cosmetic, we 
speak with one patient, Deirdre Nero, about how it can lead to a plethora of physical problems and can greatly affect daily life.  Dr. Brett King, a dermatologist at 
Yale University, explains how one new PDA-approved treatment is the first systemic therapy for severe alopecia.

(Segment 2) For many years, and HIV diagnosis was thought to be a death sentence.  Although this is no longer the case, many affected individuals still face 
barriers to receiving treatment.  Dr. Timothy Harrison, a deputy director at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, explains the still-persistent social 
stigma and how government entities are increasing access to HIV care.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

War, Conflict, Human Rights, Cul- Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/31/22 5:01am-5:09am 08 minutes                    
ture, Immigration, Diversity, Gov- (Segment 2) 5:12am-5:21am 09 minutes 
ernment; (History, Trade, Economy,
Natural Resources, Racial Inequality,
Exploration)

Narration: There are more than twenty-seven million refugees in the world.  This population has lost their homes, their culture and their identities as a 
result of conflict, persecution, etc.  We speak with two experts about the refugee experience and just how difficult it can be to start a new life somewhere else.

(Segment 2) Are you familiar with the African leader, Mansa Musa?  Most people have never heard this name.  However, he was an instrumental figure in 
early Europe’s expansion.  This week, we highlight a lesser-known narrative about how Europe exploited African gold and labor in order to fuel its expansion. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Nanotechnology, Health Care, Pa- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/31/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
tient Safety, Consumerism, Tech- (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 07 minutes 
nology; (Cancer, Oncology, Cardo-
Oncology, Cardiology, Fatal Heart
Disease, Chemotherapy, Patient 
Safety, Radiation, Multidisciplinary 
Care)

Narration: Scientists are bringing temporary tattoos into the medical realm using nanotechnology.  Electronic tattoos are patches placed on a patient’s skin 
that will be able to both monitor and treat their specific condition.

(Segment 2) Cancer treatments like radiation or chemotherapy elevate a patient’s risk of fatal heart disease, even decades after beating the cancer itself.  
Fortunately, a new medical discipline called cardio-oncology is working to reduce this heart damage in cancer patients.  An expert explains how this new role fits 
into cancer care.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

History, Sports, Media, Sports Cul- Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/07/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                    
ture, Civil Rights, Equality, Ca- (Segment 2) 5:12am-5:20am 08 minutes 
reer, Business; (Fashion, History,
Culture, Garment Production, Glo-
bal Trends, Consumerism)

Narration: The NBA was founded in 1946 in New York City.  For many years, the organization was predominantly white.  Today, many more than 
seventy-five percent of its players are black.  We speak with basketball expert and former NBA player and coach Ray Scott about the league’s early years and its 
efforts to evolve in a time when segregation and discrimination was rampant.

(Segment 2) There are some items of clothing that truly never go out of style.  Whether it’s a pair of crisp blue jeans or a classic little black dress, these 
pieces persist time and season trends.  Fashion writer and author of The Ten Lauren Cochrane joins us this week with some of the most iconic clothes in fashion 
history and how these pieces shaped American style culture. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mercury Poisoning, Skin Cancer, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/07/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Vulnerable Populations, Environ- (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
ment, Air Pollution, Mining, Water
Pollution, Federal Government, Fed-
eral Regulations, Food Safety, Public
Health; (Neuroscience, Patient Safety,
Health Care, Consumerism, Ethics,
Psychology)

Narration: It’s no secret mercury can harm our health, so why are dangerous exposures still prevalent?  Well, it might be due to the unexpected contacts 
many people don’t know about Dr. Charles Driscoll explains how mercury’s invaded all parts of our lives, and the government’s erratic policies surrounding the 
element.

(Segment 2) Though the placebo effect has been the downfall of much research, one scientist aims to change that Dr. Emiliano Santarnecchi hopes to use it 
as a supplemental therapy to medicinal treatments.  He discusses the potential applications, as well as the ethical dilemma behind this idea.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Renewable Energy, Sustainability, Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/14/22 5:01am-5:09am 08 minutes                    
Innovation, Climate Change; (Ca- (Segment 2) 5:12am-5:21am 09 minutes 
reer, Public Education, Personal
Finance, Mental Health, Infrasturc-
ture)

Narration: In the first quarter of 2022, solar power made up fifty percent of all new electricity-generating capacity in the country.  On top of this, 
residential solar installations also had its biggest quarter ever, with a thirty percent increase in demand year-over-year, according to the Solar Energy Industries 
Association.  While current solar energy relies on the sun, scientists are now developing new technology that would allow for 24/7 energy absorption.  We speak 
with an expert about this exciting development and what lies ahead.

(Segment 2) Over the last two years, ten percent of teachers have left the field.  That equates to three hundred thousand teachers gone.  There are many 
reasons for this exodus, but with millions of students heading back to school this fall, what’s being done to get more teachers back in the classroom?  We hear 
from our guest teachers about this issue. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health, Consumerism, Plas- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/14/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
tic, Microplastic, Air Pollution, (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:51am 07 minutes 
Water Pollution, Drinking Water
Safety, Environment, Food Safety,
Public Safety, Pollution; (Public
Health, Public Safety, First Respon-
ders, Emergency Situations, Drones,
Technology, Surveillance, Private 
Security, Public Security, Robots)

Narration: When broken down, plastic products create tiny particles called microplastics.  These nearly invisible specks seep into our water, air, and have 
recently been found inside our bodies.  Experts discuss how we ingest microplastics, and what potential effects they may have on our health.

(Segment 2) While the public safety industry has slowly evolved, entrepreneur Doron Kemple says there hasn’t been a large push for innovation in recent 
years.  Kemple founded Bond, a private security company that’s betting big on drones working alongside first responders in emergency situations.  He explains 
how these robots can advance the field by improving response times, providing more on-scene information through video, and more.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Social Media, Literature, Hobbies, Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/21/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                    
Education, Publishing, Diversity; (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:21am 08 minutes 
(Psychology, Communication,
Human Behavior, Career, Society,
Culture)

Narration: More young people are reading these days thanks to one community on TikTok.  We discuss the rise of Book Tok and how publishers and 
authors are using this platform to better engage with consumers.

(Segment 2) Ever agree in the moment, but then look back and wish you spoke up and said something?  This actions of wanting to go with the flow is a very 
real phenomenon.  We sit down with two experts to uncover how people’s actions and opinions are altered by conformity bias. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Suicide, Prevention, Crisis, Mental Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/21/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Health, Public Health, Public Sa- (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
fety, Consumerism, Mental Health
Awareness, Suicide & Crisis Life-
line, Emergency Preparedness, Vul-
nerable Populations; (Medical Ta-
ttooing, Breast Cancer, Cancer Sur-
vivors, Mastectomy, Areaola Res-
toration, Vulnerable Population,
Patient Safety, Mental Health, Scar 
Therapy)

Narration: In many households, mental health isn’t talked about until it’s too late.  Fortunately, the substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration created a suicide and crisis hotline in 2005 to help those struggling.  This year, the ten-digit number was changed to just three: 988.  Experts 
explain how this change will help increase awareness and access to prevention resources.

(Segment 2) Tattoos can be a sign of expression, but for survivors of breast cancer, the art means something different.  Areola restoration is a subset of 
medical tattooing, which is an advanced form of cosmetic tattooing.  It can provide a sense of closure for women who’ve battled cancer and undergone 
mastectomies.  Shana Irish discusses how medical tattooing can help these women finally feel comfortable in their own skin.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Sports, Career, Higher Education, Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/28/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                    
Mathematics, Personal Develop- (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:21am 08 minutes 
ment; (News, Media, Global Issues,
Politics, Mental Health, Social Media)

Narration: John Urschel is not your typical mathematician.  Before earning his PhD in applied mathematics from MIT, Urschel played college football at 
Penn State and then went on to play in the NFL with the Baltimore Ravens.  For several years, he was able to juggle both passions and reach the top echelons of 
both sport and academia.  This week, we touch on his unique path and what he’s learned along the way.

(Segment 2) If you were to guess what the fastest growing news source for adults is what would you say?  If you jokingly said Tik Tok… you’re right.  
More Americans are turning to social media for their news instead of seeking out information from established news outlets.  This shift applied to both 
conservative and liberal consumers of news.  We discuss what’s driving this push and how it’s affecting the accuracy of information. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Prescription Medication, Generic Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/28/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Drugs, Public Health, Consumer- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
ism, Trade Secret, Pharmaceutical
Industry, Patient Safety, Vulnerable
Populations, Ethics; (Cancer Treat-
ment, Colon Cancer, Chemotherapy,
Radiation, Precision Medicine, Pat-
ient Safety, Cancer Survivors, Col-
orectal Cancer)

Narration: According to Georgetown University’s Health Policy Institute, sixty-six percent of all U.S. adults use prescription drugs, and a majority of 
those are generic.  So why don’t we know where these products are made?  Dr. Rena Conti shares non-public data to show where much of the medication 
Americans ingest every day are manufactured.

(Segment 2) Cancer is a ruthless disease, which is why the traditional treatment methods are so aggressive.  But does everyone need chemo?  Dr. Jeanne Tie 
doesn’t think so.  She’s created a blood test that determines whether chemotherapy is necessary for patients living with colon cancer.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Racial Issues, Race Relations, In- Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/04/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                    
equality, Education, History, Pov- (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
erty; (Transportation, Government
Programs, Community Affairs, En-
vironment, Personal Finance, Labor
Shortages, Mobility)

Narration: How often do you think about the privileges you have in life?  What life experiences may have looked a bit different if you had darker skin or 
lighter skin?  This week we highlight conversations about the role of white privilege in American society and how the average person can push for greater racial 
justice.

(Segment 2) Public transportation, from trains to buses to trams, took a big hit in ridership and profits during the COVID-19 pandemic.  Now, as more 
people are back and relying on these community systems once again, the future is unclear as many municipalities face record challenges.  We speak with two 
experts in the sector about the current state of public transit in the U.S. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Relationships, Consumerism, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/04/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Social Media, Psychology, Mental (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
Health, Public Health, Technology;
(Precision Medicine, Trial & Error
Medicine, Autoimmune Disease,
Consumerism, Rheumatoid Arthritis,
Genetics, Patient Safety, Vulnerable
Populations, Molecular Testing)

Narration: If you’ve ever felt connected to a movie star or celebrity, you’ve experienced a parasocial relationship.  This one-sided connection gives the 
celebrity influence over your daily decision making and creates a feeling of friendship with someone you’ve never met.  An expert explains both the benefits and 
drawbacks of parasocial relationships.

(Segment 2) Many patients with rheumatoid arthritis are forced to try numerous, expensive medications until they find one that works.  Fortunately, Scipher 
Medicine’s new blood test offers a precision approach, discovering what medication will work the first time.  Dr. Sam Asgarian discusses how the blood test 
works and how it’s helping to change the future of autoimmune disease treatment.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Communication, Mental Health, Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/11/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                    
Parenting, Death, Child Develop- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:21am 07 minutes 
ment; (Mental Health, Higher Edu-
cation, Psychology, Sports, Athletics)

Narration: Death is a natural part of life, yet we avoid talking about it in American society.  We speak with a psychiatrist and expert in grief and trauma 
about how parents, caregivers, and adults in general can best have conversations with young people about loss and death.  How do you broach the subject?  What 
shouldn’t you say?  We answer these questions and more this week on Viewpoints.

(Segment 2) Thirty-five percent of collegiate athletes have experienced a mental illness at some point in their lives.  We speak with a sports psychologist 
this week about the rising prevalence of mental health disorders among young athletes and what’s being done to improve support services and get rid of stigma 
both on campus and off-campus. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Emotion, Psychology, Emotional Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/11/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Intelligence, Neurology, Public (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Health, Consumerism, Education,
Child Psychology, Parenting; (Death,
State Legislation, Cremation, Fun-
erals, Unclaimed Bodies, Autopsy,
Vulnerable Populations, Economy,
Gender Issues, Homelessness)

Narration: The field of emotion research is flooded with more opinions than facts, however, one main theory says our emotions are an instant response to 
the world around us.  But does that mean we have no control?  Two experts discuss the role of emotions and how you can foster your emotional intelligence.

(Segment 2) Funerals happen nearly every day and are typically organized and paid for by loved ones.  But what happens to the bodies that are never 
claimed?  Dr. Pamela Prickett explains how states handle the dead who are left without any relatives or loved ones to bury them.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Relationships, Gender Norms, Equ-Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/18/22 5:01am-5:13am 12 minutes                    
ality, Relationships, Parenting; (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
(History, Science, Culture, Liter-
ature, Oceanic Exploration)

Narration: More men and women these days are both working full-time, yet household tasks are still unevenly handled predominantly by women.  We sit 
down with gender expert Kate Mangino about this imbalance in cognitive labor and physical chores.  We also hear how more of a balance can be carved out in 
current relationships and future generations.

(Segment 2) There are an estimated three million shipwrecks lying under the ocean and underground.  We speak with author Daniel Stone this week about 
these fascinating structures that give us a fascinating look into a past era. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Esports, Athletics, Injury Risks, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/18/22 5:31am-5:39am 08 minutes                         
Ergonomics, Osteopathic Med- (Segment 2) 5:41am-5:50am 09 minutes 
icine, Gaming, Video Games, 
Youth At Risk, Vulnerable Pop-
ulations, Public Health, Gamer 
Health, Posture, Consumerism; 
(Vaccines, Childhood Vaccinations,
Covid-19, Polio, Public Health, 
Public Safety, Infectious Diseases,
State Legislation, Consumerism)

Narration: Even though e-sport players compete online instead of on a field, the growing sport still requires the same team of trainers and medical staff as 
football or soccer.  And given the intense practice schedules, injuries are thought to be unavoidable.  Experts discuss both physical and ergonomic strategies to 
best prevent career-ending injuries.

(Segment 2) The World Health Organization reports that the pandemic fueled the largest drop in childhood vaccination rates in the last thirty years.  In fact, 
New York recently revealed the first case of polio America has seen in over three decades.  Experts explain how vaccines are made and why parents need to 
update their children’s vaccines as soon as possible.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



WCPY-FM 92.7
Viewpoints and Radio Health Journal
Most Significant Treatment of Issues:

07/01/22 to 09/30/22

ViewPoints

- Agriculture 09 minutes
- Armed Forces 09 minutes
- Athletics 07 minutes
- Business 18 minutes
- Career 44 minutes
- Childcare 10 minutes
- Child Development 20 minutes
- Civil Rights 09 minutes
- Climate Change 18 minutes
- Climate Economics 10 minutes
- Communication 27 minutes
- Community Affairs 09 minutes
- Community Revenue 09 minutes
- Conflict 08 minutes



- Consumerism 17 minutes
- Culture 61 minutes
- Death 10 minutes
- Diversity 17 minutes
- Economy 19 minutes
- Education 18 minutes
- Engineering 08 minutes
- Environment 38 minutes
- Equality 17 minutes
- Exploration 09 minutes
- Extreme Weather 10 minutes
- Fashion 08 minutes
- Federal Aid 10 minutes
- Food & Beverage 09 minutes
- Garment Production 08 minutes
- Gender Norms 08 minutes
- Global Issues 08 minutes
- Global Trends 08 minutes
- Government 25 minutes
- Government Funding 10 minutes
- Government Programs 09 minutes
- Health 10 minutes
- Higher Education 16 minutes



- History 62 minutes
- Hobby 18 minutes
- Housing 09 minutes
- Human Behavior 08 minutes
- Human Rights 08 minutes
- Immigration 08 minutes
- Infrastructure 09 minutes
- Inequality                  09 minutes
- Innovation 17 minutes
- Labor Shortages 09 minutes
- Land Development 10 minutes
- Law 08 minutes
- Law Enforcement 08 minutes
- Literature 27 minutes
- Local Government 09 minutes
- Mathematics 09 minutes
- Media 17 minutes
- Mental Health 43 minutes
- Military 09 minutes
- Military Service 09 minutes
- Mobility 09 minutes
- Natural Disaster 10 minutes
- Natural Resources 09 minutes



- News 08 minutes
- Oceanic Exploration 09 minutes
- Parenting 28 minutes
- Personal Development 09 minutes
- Personal Finance 46 minutes
- Police Reform 08 minutes
- Politics 27 minutes
- Poverty 09 minutes
- Psychology 24 minutes
- Public Education 09 minutes
- Public Resources 09 minutes
- Public Safety 08 minutes
- Publishing 09 minutes
- Race 08 minutes
- Race Relations 09 minutes
- Racial Inequality 09 minutes
- Racial Issues 09 minutes
- Relationships 16 minutes
- Renewable Energy 08 minutes
- Science 09 minutes
- Small Business 09 minutes
- Social Media 17 minutes
- Society 08 minutes



- Sports Culture 09 minutes
- Sports 25 minutes
- Sustainability 18 minutes
- Technology 09 minutes
- Tourism 19 minutes
- Trade 09 minutes
- Transportation 09 minutes
- Travel 10 minutes
- War 08 minutes
- Waste Management 09 minutes
- Wealth Inequality 09 minutes

Radio Health Journal

- Air Pollution 23 minutes
- Annual Checkups 08 minutes
- Areola Restoration 08 minutes
- Athletics 12 minutes
- Autoimmune Disease 20 minutes
- Autopsy 07 minutes
- Body Dysmorphia 11 minutes
- Breast Cancer 08 minutes



- Cancer 07 minutes
- Cancer Survivors 15 minutes
- Cancer Treatment 07 minutes
- Cardiology 07 minutes
- Cardo-Oncology 07 minutes
- Chemotherapy 14 minutes
- Child At Risk 13 minutes
- Childhood Vaccinations 08 minutes
- Child Psychology 12 minutes
- Child Safety 13 minutes
- Colon Cancer 07 minutes
- Colorectal Cancer 07 minutes
- Consumerism        128 minutes
- Covid-19 Pandemic 15 minutes
- Cremation 07 minutes
- Crisis 11 minutes
- Death 07 minutes
- Diet & Nutrition 11 minutes
- Discrimination 07 minutes
- Drinking Water Safety 12 minutes
- Drones 07 minutes
- Eating Disorders 11 minutes
- Economy 07 minutes



- Education 12 minutes
- Emergency Preparedness 18 minutes
- Emergency Situations 07 minutes
- Emotion 12 minutes
- Emotional Intelligence 12 minutes
- Environment 23 minutes
- Ergonomics 12 minutes
- Esports 12 minutes
- Ethics 20 minutes
- Experimental Medication 12 minutes
- Family Issues 13 minutes
- Fatal Heart Disease 07 minutes
- Federal Government 11 minutes
- Federal & State Government 07 minutes
- Federal Regulations 30 minutes
- First Responders 07 minutes
- Food & Drug Administration 12 minutes
- Food Safety 23 minutes
- Funerals 07 minutes
- Gamer Health 12 minutes
- Gaming 12 minutes
- Generic Drugs 12 minutes
- Gender Issues 15 minutes



- Genetic Diseases 12 minutes
- Genetics 08 minutes
- Health Care 68 minutes
- Health Screenings 08 minutes
- HIV/AIDS 07 minutes
- Homelessness 07 minutes
- Hospital Stays 07 minutes
- Human Genetics 12 minutes
- Infectious Diseases 22 minutes
- Injury Risks 12 minutes
- Local Government 07 minutes
- Long-term Trauma 07 minutes
- Mastectomy 08 minutes
- Medical Tattooing 08 minutes
- Medication 12 minutes
- Mental Health 48 minutes
- Mental Health Awareness 08 minutes
- Mental Illness 11 minutes
- Mercury Poisoning 11 minutes
- Microplastic 12 minutes
- Mining 11 minutes
- Molecular Testing 08 minutes
- Monkeypox 07 minutes



- Multidisciplinary Care 07 minutes
- Nanotechnology 11 minutes
- Neurology 12 minutes
- Neuroscience 08 minutes
- Oncology 07 minutes
- Osteopathic Medicine 12 minutes
- Parenting 25 minutes
- Patient Safety 76 minutes
- Pharmaceutical Industry 24 minutes
- Plastic 12 minutes
- Polio 08 minutes
- Pollution 12 minutes
- Post Traumatic Stress 07 minutes
- Posture 12 minutes
- Precision Medicine 15 minutes
- Prescription Medication 12 minutes
- Prevention 26 minutes
- Private Security 07 minutes
- Psychology 32 minutes
- Public Health        156 minutes
- Public Safety 86 minutes
- Public Security 07 minutes
- Radiation 14 minutes



- Rare Disease 12 minutes
- Rare Disease Research 12 minutes
- Relationships 11 minutes
- Rheumatoid Arthritis 08 minutes
- Robots 07 minutes
- Safe Sleeping 13 minutes
- Scar Therapy 08 minutes
- Sex Education 07 minutes
- SIDS 13 minutes
- Skin Cancer 11 minutes
- Social Media 22 minutes
- Sports & Society 11 minutes
- State Legislation 15 minutes
- State Regulations 09 minutes
- Suicide 11 minutes
- Suicide & Crisis Lifeline 11 minutes
- Surveillance 07 minutes
- Technology 29 minutes
- Theragnostics 11 minutes
- Trade Secret 12 minutes
- Trial & Error Medicine 08 minutes
- Unclaimed Bodies 07 minutes
- Vaccination 07 minutes



- Vaccines 08 minutes
- Video Games 12 minutes
- Vulnerable Populations        100 minutes
- Water Pollution 23 minutes
- Youth At Risk 32 minutes



WCPY-FM 92.7
Public Affairs Schedule

07/01/22-09/30/22

Sunday, July 03, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, July 10, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, July 17, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, July 24, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, July 31, 2022 5am-6am

Sunday, August 07, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, August 14, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, August 21, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, August 28, 2022 5am-6am

Sunday, September 04, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, September 11, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, September 18, 2022 5am-6am


